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The industrial cluster，means large number of industries closely associated in 
space and related with the support agencies together，forming a strong and sustained 
competitive advantage phenomenon. Industrial cluster represents the regional 
development of current industry，and is becoming an important path of a nation or 
region，which is in a period of carrying out the economy transformation，to speed the 
industrialization progress and promote regional economic development and promote 
regional economic comprehensive competition ability. 
Zhujiang Delta, as one of the most previously and successfully developed zone 
adopting the opening polices in China, whose thirty years’ developing experience is 
aminiature of Chinese reform and opening course, has become a model for the whole 
nation because of its extensive extent, rapid pace of economic development and high 
level of income. It is the industrial cluster that plays the most important role. 
Recently, The State Council passed the “the program of Zhusanjiao Delta about 
revolution and development ”. At the same time, the Finance Crisis is going on. 
Zhusanjiao Delta is in the face of new situation. The paper is put forward in this 
background. The author is trying to analyze the new situation and explore new 
opportunities of Zhusanjiao Delta. The purpose is to give some references to the 
development of it and make little contribution to it.  
The paper consists of five parts： 
In the first part，it introduces research background，research meaning，the progess 
of previous reaserch , study methods, structrure, innovation and deficiency. 
In the second part，it introduces the current situation of the theory research . 
The third to fifth part are the main body of the paper. 
In the third part，it analyses the Present condition of industrial cluster in Zhujiang 
Delta.  
In the fourth part，it analyses the opportunity in the new situation. 
In the fifth part, the author puts forward some countermeasures. 
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